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In Book 4 of the Odyssey, Helen and Menelaus, now home again in Sparta,
are entertaining Telemachus, the son of Odysseus. Along with their
hospitality, they each offer an anecdote about Odysseus as they saw him in
a moment of great stress at Troy.
These anecdotes have been the subject of much scholarly speculation,
not only about their content, but also about the behavior of the tellers.
Froma Zeitlin, for example, sees each of the stories as having two levels. In
the upper, they are "tales from the past that seems to have been forgiven,
transmuted into a play of symmetrical reversals that charm instead of
dismay." In the lower level, they are about Helen as the embodiment of
fiction itself. In a less theoretical vein, Douglas Olson concentrates upon
the possible function of the stories within the greater narrative, suggesting
that the anecdotes "prepare us for what is to come many books later, in
another household, between another couple." Another interpretation, that of
Charles Rowan Beye, is that these are stories both about a missing hero and
about Helen's loyalty—or lack of it.^
That there are so many differing interpretations of these two stories is
not surprising. On the surface, they are what they purport to be: tales of
Odysseus, told to his son, Telemachus. Just below that surface, however,
they do appear to be about something else. Helen's story, for example.
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opens with Odysseus entering the city on a spying mission. To do so, he
had changed shape, Helen says {Od. 4. 244-50), but, for all of Odysseus'
masterly disguise, Helen tells Telemachus that she herself was never taken
in (4. 250-56). She explains that Odysseus' subsequent spying was a
success (4. 257-58), and concludes by stating that she was experiencing at
that time a change of heart and had begun to wish for a return to her
husband and family (4. 259-64). Thus, a story whose initial focus is on
Odysseus and his cleverness quickly becomes a story about Helen and her
cleverness, as well as about her (self-described) shift in loyalties.
Rather than comment upon his wife's story, Menelaus uses a variation
of a formula familiar to us as the response commonly made to Nestor in the
Iliad (Od. 4. 266): vai 5fi xauxd ye Tictvxa, yijvai, Kaxa noipav eeiTieq
("yes, indeed, wife, you've told everything in a fitting fashion"). In
Homeric verse, this is always a polite answer, but also commonly the signal
that, whatever has just been said will be put aside immediately after its
saying. Menelaus, therefore, makes no direct comment on Helen's story,
but proceeds to tell his own tale instead. Like Helen's, Menelaus' story
offers Telemachus an example of his father's quick wits and courage. Also
like Helen's, it begins by being about Odysseus, but quickly becomes a
story about Odysseus—and Helen. When the Greeks are hiding in the
wooden horse (4. 271-74), Helen and her current husband, Deiphobus,
appear and Helen attempts to smoke the Greeks out of the horse by calling
to them in the voices of their wives (4. 274-79). The Greeks, including
Menelaus, are seduced and are about to reply when Odysseus hushes them
and Helen leaves, drawn away by Athena (4. 280-89).
Although not a direct comment, this could easily be understood as
Menelaus' response to the previous story and to the behavior of its teller.
Instead of a Helen whose longing for home spurs her to aid the courageous
and cunning Odysseus, we are presented with a Helen who replaces one
Trojan husband with another and who is no more loyal than she was when
she eloped with Paris years before.
Thus, when it comes to the interpretation of this scene, it would not be
difficult to maintain that, at the least, Helen's story functions both as an
encomium for Odysseus and as a piece of self-justification, and that
Menelaus' story acts as a mini-praise-poem for Telemachus' father as well
as a criticism of Helen in Troy. Without disagreeing with this or with the
wealth of other interpretations, I would suggest that we might approach this
pattern of story-counterstory from a new direction, focusing not upon Helen
and Menelaus, as has often been the approach, but upon the two main
characters within the stories, Helen and Odys,seus. By doing so, I believe
that we may add new facets not only to our understanding of this trading of
stories, but of Helen and Odysseus, of Helen in comparison with other
female characters in the Odyssey, and, perhaps most important, of the real
power of Helen in the story of Troy.
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As she seems to dominate the scene, let us begin with Helen. In her
story, Helen lays particular emphasis upon the contrast between the
Odysseus one might encounter among the ships and the spy who slips into
Troy. To become the latter, Odysseus takes special care, not only to wear
the right clothes, but even to disfigure himself by giving himself the marks
of the kind of beating which one would expect on the body of an unruly
slave. ^ The hero who is a mainstay of the Achaean army has become
"Nobody" for the first time—and yet Helen recognizes him at once and it is
at this point in the story that the emphasis has changed from Odysseus to
Helen.
At first glance, one might understand this change as a part of Helen's
attempt to show herself in the best light possible. For those in Sparta who
question her loyalty, this is a reply; "Odysseus was the enemy, but, though
I might still have been in Troy, I was now so friendly to the Achaean cause
that I sheltered an Achaean spy." If this were completely true, however,
what do we make of the fact that she compromises that spy, first by
identifying him and then by bathing and clothing him, thereby removing the
very disguise he had assumed to spy on Troy?
Further, Helen implies that, somehow, she then aided Odysseus in his
reconnaisance. Odysseus, since we subsequently hear that he goes back to
the Achaeans with information (4. 258), clearly has gathered it in the city.
We have, however, no evidence in Helen's story that, once she had
recognized him, she actually helped him to do so. It would also appear that,
stripped of his convincing disguise by Helen, Odysseus could not slip out of
Troy so easily as he had slipped in. He may have been forced to fight his
way from the city (4. 257-58) and Helen makes no mention of aiding him in
his escape.'' Since she does not really help him and, in fact, seems actually
to have endangered him, it would not appear that this story puts Helen in a
favorable light—or does it?
Consider how Helen has constructed her tale. Odysseus has done
something that no Achaean warrior has done in years: He has succeeded in
penetrating the defences of Troy, fooling the entire city of Trojans with his
cunning disguise, but Helen recognizes him. He attempts to avoid her
probing, but, after a bath, oiling, fresh clothes, and a great oath by Helen not
to betray him to the Trojans, he has fallen, at least in her telling, completely
Is there, in these few Mnes, the echo of a longer story which parallels that of Sinon the later
Greek spy? Sinon is disfigured, either by himself (Triphiodorus' 3rd- or 4th-century A.D.
Taking of lUoii, 219-20), by the Greeks as part of his disguise (the anonymous Excidium
Troiae, p. 14, lines 12-14), or by the Trojans, in order to make him reveal the Greek plans
(Quintus of Smyrna, 12. 36-37). Odysseus' disguise and purpose here may also, as Norman
Austin suggests, act as a foreshadowing of Odysseus' secret penetration of his own home, later
in the Odyssey {Helen of Troy and her Shameless Phanlom [Ithaca 1 994] 79).
"* For a further—and very probing
—
questioning of the credibility of Helen's story, see A, L.
T. Bergren, "Helen's 'Good Drug': Odyssey IV 1-305," in S. Kresic (ed.). Contemporary
Literary Hermeneutics and Interpretation of Classical Texts (Ottawa 1981) 201-14, and
particularly 208-09.
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into her power. Thus, although we may doubt that Helen's story makes her
appear to be quite the pro-Achaean she wants to be in her explanation of her
behavior, it does show that she is a powerful person, one so powerful as to
be able to do something which no one else at Troy (or in the Odyssey, for
that matter) can manage to do: make Odysseus, against his will, admit to his
real identity, and thus put himself in her power.
Helen's method of persuading Odysseus bears a close resemblance to
the xenia offered to Odysseus at the court of Alcinous, king of the
Phaeacians, in Odyssey 8. 454-56.^ As in Troy, a battered Odysseus arrives
in others' clothes, with nothing about him to indicate his true identity. After
initial rounds of hospitality, the maids of Queen Arete bathe Odysseus,
anoint him, and dress him, just as Helen says that she does. Odysseus is
never at risk, of course, in the land of the Phaeacians, as he is at Troy
—
Phaeacian kindness finally prompts him to reveal his identity (9. 19-20),
and so no one ever swears a great oath, as Helen does. Such a need for
oath-swearing leads us, instead, to another and more dubious display of
xenia in the Odyssey, at the house of Circe.
Whereas, among the Phaeacians, Odysseus has nothing to fear from
xenia, he has been warned twice about the quality of Circe's hospitality,
first, by his lieutenant, Eurylochus, and then by Hermes. Eurylochus, who
remained outside, has seen half of Odysseus' crew enter Circe's house and
not return and thus can only convey a sense of mistrust (10. 251-69).
Hermes, however, knows very well the fate of Odysseus' men, as well as
the fate of Odysseus, if he should fall under Circe's spell (10. 281-85). To
prevent this fate, Hermes gives Odysseus the plant \i5Av, tells him how to
react to Circe's sexual advances, and then says (10. 299-301):
aXka KeXeoGai |iiv liampuv neyav opicov onooaai,
Hn Ti Toi aiJTCp nr\\ia kokov PouXEuaeiiev aXko,
\xr\ o' otTtoY-unvcoSevxa kokov koi dvT|vopa 9titi.
But call her to swear the great oath of the blessed ones,
lest she plan some other evil mischief for you,
lest she put evil on you when you're naked and vulnerable.
Odysseus follows Hermes' advice and, after he has confronted Circe
and overcome her, he allows himself to be bathed, oiled, and dressed, the
pattern echoing that at Troy and Phaeacia (10. 357-65). And, as at Troy
with Helen, Odysseus is protected by an oath (10. 345-46).*
' Or in his own home, in the treatment Odysseus receives from Eumaeus, Penelope, and
Eurycleia. It is interesting to note that only Eurycleia, who bathes his feet, recognizes
Odysseus.
* Helen's oath in 4. 253-54 is only "a strong oath" (Kparepov opKov) that she would not
betray to the Trojans that he was Odysseus. Since, presumably, Circe is accorded near-god
status (her father being Helios), Hermes insists on the oath sworn by the gods themselves,
probably the one which uses the Styx as its focus. See //. 14. 271-74, for example, when Sleep
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Not content with keeping himself free of Circe's spells, Odysseus then
pressures the sorceress into freeing his crew members. Upon their arrival,
Circe has given them a drink which, if we may use the Iliad as a source for
our conclusion, looks like a standard recipe for a kind of tonic. When
Nestor, in Iliad 11, withdraws from the fighting, his slave, Hecamede,
makes him a drink of Pramnian wine, cheese, and barley, which is clearly
refreshing (11. 637^2). Circe provides for Odysseus' men a drink of
Pramnian wine, cheese, barley, and honey (10. 233-35), but this drink is not
meant to refresh (10. 235-36):
dvEiiiavE 5£ aftcp
(pdpHttKa A,ijvp', iva ndyx^ X,a9oiaxo itaipiSo? ai'rii;.
... but she mixed with the drink
mischievous drugs, so that they might forget completely their homeland.
Helen, too, as we will remember from Odyssey 4. 220-32, mixes a drug
of forgetfulness with wine just before she tells the story of her encounter
with Odysseus inside Troy. Circe, however, does not stop with
forgetfulness (10. 237-40):
aijidp ETcel 5coKev xe Kai eKTiiov, aiJxiK' ETtcixa
pdp5cp itE7i^r|Y\)ia Koxd aucpEOiaiv iipyvv.
o'l 6£ cuuv |iEV e'xov KE(paA,d(; cpcovriv xe xpixon; xe
Kal 5iyLaq, aijxctp vovq r\v e[iK£?)oq mq x6 napoq ixEp.
And so, when she had given and they had drunk it, right away then
she struck them with a staff and drove them down to the pig sties.
And they had the heads and squeal and bristles and
look of pigs, but the consciousness was as before.
When Circe attempts to work the same magic upon Odysseus, her
method is slightly more elaborate (10. 316-19):
xt\)xt Se jioi KUKEU zpDOEtp Sehoi, 6(ppa Tcioim,
Ev 5e xe (pdpiiaKov tike, koko cppovEouo' EVl Guiiw.
aijxdp ETtei 5a)icEv xe koi ekkiov ovbi n' eBeX^e,
pdp5q) 7t£7:X,riY\)ia ETtoc; x' Ecpax' ek x' ovona^ev •
She made for me the brew^ in a golden cup so that I would drink it,
and in it she put the drug, evilly disposed in her heart.
And so, when she had given and I had drunk it, it did not enchant me.
makes Hera swear an elaborate form of that oath. Curiously, when Odysseus actually forces
Circe to swear, however (10. 342^6), it is only a "great oath" and not the greatest oath of all.
^ The word used here is kukeo), which is glossed as a mixture of wine and other ingredients.
Thus, although Circe is not actually described as making up the "tonic" used on Odysseus'
men, she appears to be offering him the same drink. The same word is also applied to the brew
created by Metaneira for Demeter, when she declines the wine offered to her (Hymn to
Demeler 206-10), although there the ingredients are simply barley, water, and pennyroyal. By
its use in the Odyssey, are we to imagine that its effects, combined with the appropriate magic,
go beyond the restorative to the transformative?
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She struck me with a staff^ and spoke a spell and summoned me.
When the spell does not have the desired effect, Circe is more than a
little puzzled (10. 326-29):
9au|id n' EXEi (oq ov xi rciuv Td5E (pdpnaK' iQiXxQ^<i'
oi)5e ydp oij5e Tiq ixXkoq dvf|p lade cpapiiUK' dvExXr),
oq K£ Ttiri Ktti rtpwTov diiEiyETai EpKO(; 656vtmv.
aol 6e Tii; ev oxTiGEaaiv dicf|A.TiTO(; voce; eotw.
Wonder holds me that, drinking these drugs, you were not enchanted.
For never ever has any other man withstood these drugs,
who drank and it first entered the ring of teeth.
Yours in your breast is some uncallable spirit.
Odysseus' invulnerability to enchantment, in turn, provides Circe with
the clue to his identity (10. 330), an identity previously given by Hermes to
the sorceress when he prophesies Odysseus' eventual appearance on her
island (10. 330-32). Neither Circe nor Odysseus, however, provides an
explanation as to why Odysseus, of all men, should be invulnerable. We
might assume that it is the \x(hXv given by Hennes which does the trick, but,
if we do so, we must inquire how. Odysseus tells the Phaeacians (10. 302-
06):
ihc, dpa (pa)vr|aa(; jiopE <pdpnaKov dpYEi(p6vTT|(;
EKyaitiq Epuoa^, Ka{ \ioi cpuoiv aijTou e5ei^e.
pi^T| HEV liE^av EOKE, ydXaKti 5e eVkeX-ov avGoq-
|iai?l\) 5e mv Ko^EODOi 6eo{ xa^Eitov 5e x' opiiaaEiv 305
dv5pdai YE GvriToToi- Geoi §£ te navxa 5uvavTai.
And so, having spoken, Argeiphontes handed over the herb,
having plucked it from the ground, and explained the nature of it to me.
It was black at the root, but its flower was like milk.
The gods call it molu and it's difficult for mortal men
to grub up—but then the gods have power to do everything.
Unfortunately, although Hermes explains the nature of limXu to
Odysseus, neither Odysseus nor the poet explains that nature to us, and, as
Odysseus never seems to make use of it, it disappears from the story right
here, almost at the point where it enters. Why are we not told more?
Clearly, [lihXv was meant to be understood as a counter-charm to
Circe's magic. Because we are not told that it is consumed or smeared on
his skin by Odysseus, we might imagine it to be something like an amulet,
to be carried or worn on the body, and an audience which may have worn
^ A staff appears to be a common tool in Homeric shape-changing. See Poseidon's
employment of it to put new courage into the two Ajaxes (in effect, "making new men of
them" [//. 13. 59-60]), as well as Athena's, when she changes Odysseus into an old man (Od.
13.429-33).
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such charms itself would have been expected to take its use (and its powers)
as a given without further mention.'
It is also possible, as Rhys Carpenter once suggested, that the story as
we now have it in our Odyssey is a blurry version of a much older folktale,
half-forgotten—or misunderstood—by a Homer "who displays the classic
Greek's characteristic failure to comprehend faerie."'° Although I believe
that Carpenter is substantially correct in positing that another tale, although
not necessarily an older one, underlies our text, I would suggest that there is
a stronger reason than later Greek forgetfulness which allows the ^wXv to
fade out of our narrative. To understand this reason, we must now return to
Menelaus' anecdote about Helen's behavior as she stands outside the
wooden horse (4. 277-89). As Menelaus tells Telemachus:
Tpii; 5e jtEpiaiei^ai; koi^ov Xoxov dnipacpocoaa,
EK S' 6vonaK^r|5nv Aavawv ovona^eq dpioToui;,
TtdvTwv 'Apyeicov (puvfiv i'oKoua' dA.6xoioiv.
auxdp £yd) Kal TdSeiStii; kui 5ioq '05-uoo£\)(; 280
iiliEvoi Ev liEoooioiv dKouooiiEv ox; £p6r|oa(;.
vcoi nev ducpoTEpw HEVETiva|iEV 6pnr|6£vtE
T\ E^£A.6£(i£vai, 11 evSoGev aiv)/' {jTiaKoiJaai-
d^A,' 'OSuOEUi; KOTEpUKE Kai EOXeOeV IeHEVCO TCEp.
£v6' aXkoi n£v TcdvtEq dicfiv Eoav v'leq 'Axaiwv, 285
"AvxikA-oi; Se oe y" oioc, d|i£i\)/aa9ai ekeeooiv
tiGeAev • aXk' 'OSuoEuq em ndaxaKa XEpcj'i rci£^£
vto^EliEco; KpatEpfiai, odcooE 5£ jidvTa<; 'Axaiovx;,
Toippa 6' ex' ocppa oe vooipiv dreriyaYE riaXXaq 'A9rivr|.
And three times you paced around, having stroked the hollow ambush,
and by name you summoned the best of the Danaans,
having mimicked the voices of the wives of all the Argives.
And both I and the son of Tydeus and godlike Odysseus
sitting in the midst, heard you as you cried.
Stirred up, we both were eager
either to go out or at once to answer from within.
But Odysseus stopped us and held us, though we two wanted to.
Then all the other sons of the Achaeans were in silence,
but Antikios alone wished to reply to you in speech,
but Odysseus relentlessly pressed shut his jaw
with powerful hands and saved all of the Achaeans
until Pallas Athena led you away from us.
' For more on amulets in the ancient world, see C. Bonner, Studies in Magical Amulets (Ann
Arbor 1969). On \imX\} and divine knowledge, see J. S. Clay, "The Planklai and Molu: Divine
Naming and Knowing in Homer." Hermes 100(1972) 127-31.
'" R. Carpenter, Folk Tale, Fiction, and Saga in the Homeric Epics (Berkeley 1946) 20. I do
not believe that Carpenter's statement about Homer's "failure to comprehend faerie" is strictly
accurate, but the important part of his statement for my purposes is the idea that another story
lies beneath that which survives in our text of the Odyssey.
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Even if we construe this as a story about Helen's treachery, it displays
strangely over-elaborate behavior on her part. If Helen suspects that the
Achaeans are in the horse, why not simply say so to the Trojans who
dragged it within the walls? The Troy tale tradition as a whole allows us to
believe that there was a good deal of initial doubt about the supposed gift.
In Proclus' summary of the Iliou Persis, we are told that some Trojans
believed that the horse should be burned or thrown down a cliff
(Chrestomathy 2) and, according to Apollodorus, Cassandra spoke up
against it, as did Laocoon, to his grief {Epitome 5. 15-19). But Helen
makes no open denunciation. Instead, Menelaus (addressing Helen) says,
xplq 5e Tiepiaiei^aq koiA.ov Xoxov d^i(pa(p6moa ("and three times you
paced around, having stroked the hollow ambush" [4. 277]).
In Aeneid 2. 50-53, Laocoon makes the rash gesture of throwing a
spear against the horse. In contrast, we might wonder whether Helen, more
cannily, is beginning her assault with a reconnaisance, until we notice that
she moves not once or twice, but three times around the horse. Three is a
potent number for the beginning of spells in classical texts of all periods."
Remembering this, might we imagine that Helen's next action, that of
stroking the horse, is not an idle caress, but suggests an anointing for
magical purposes?'^
Such an anointing will appear again later in the Odyssey, in the next
section of Odysseus' story of his struggle with Circe. Having bent her to his
terms as far as his own safety goes, he then insists that she disenchant his
men, which she does in the following lines (10. 391-96):
ol nev £7i£it' eoTTioav evavtioi, f| 6e 8r aijiuv
£PXO|iEvri npoad^eicpEV emota) (pdpiiOKOv ixXko.
TCOV 5' EK HEV HE^ECOV tpiXEt; EppEOV, UC, TlplV EcpUOE
(pdpiioicov oiJX6|i£vov, -co oipiv nope Jioivia KipKT| •
dv5pE5 5' dy EYEvovTo VEWXEpoi n ndpoc, -qaav 395
Kttl Kokv KaXA,iovE(; Kal nE{^ovEq EioopdaaGai.
Then they stood facing her and she, walking among them.
'
' Among a large number of examples of the power of Ihe number three, see, for example,
Medea's behavior when she sets out to destroy Talos, the guardian of Crete. While making an
incantation, she kneels and repeats her words three times in a chant, three times in a prayer
{Apollonius, Argonaulka 4. 1668-69). See also Cato, De Agri Cultura 70, where a preventive
for oxen taking sick requires a series of ingredients in threes, and Varro, Res Ruslicae 1. 2. 27,
for a cure for foot problems which includes a spell which must be chanted ter noviens. See, as
well, the anecdote of the old woman and Encolpius in Petronius' Salyricon 131. Encolpius is
suffering from temporary impotence and, among other things, the old woman tells him to spit
three times and to drop enchanted pebbles three times into his clothing.
'- Although the horse is not changed physically, the reaction of the warriors inside makes it
clear that they had been somehow cfianged, since they have become so vulnerable to the wiles
of Helen. For references to what is possibly a related tradition, that of anointing holy objects,
see C. A. Faraone, Talismans and Trojan Horses (New York 1992) 5-7.
Another perspective on this is the possible link between female speech and enchantment; see
A. L. T. Bergren, "Language and the Female in Early Greek Thought," /lr(?(/i«ra 16 (1993) 69-
95; I. E. Holmberg, "The Odyssey and Female Subjectivity," Helios 22 (1995) 103-22.
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rubbed another drug on each.
And the bristles streamed from their hmbs, which
the accursed drug which the lady Circe had handed them had caused to
grow there before.
And, going baclc, they became younger men than they were before
and very much more handsome and better to be looked at.
If our literary evidence is to be credited, the use of anointing was
customarily believed to be an important element in certain spells designed
to change the body in some way. Pythian 4. 221-22 and 233, as well as
Argonautica 3. 1042^3, 1049-51, for example, refer to the ointment which
Jason rubs on himself to become invulnerable for a day. In Apuleius'
Metamorphosis 3. 21, the lady Pamphile strips and anoints herself with an
ointment which, along with a whispered spell, turns her into an owl.'^ In
Menelaus' story, Helen's stroking is not the prelude to a change in the shape
of her—or the horse's
—
body, but it seems to be the prelude to a change in
her voice, as well as to a change in the behavior of the Achaeans within the
horse (4. 278-79):
ZK 5' ovotiaK^TiSriv Aavawv ovonai^ei; dpiaTouq,
TcdvTCOV 'Apyeicov cpuvriv 'I'oKoua' d^oxoiaiv.
And by name you summoned the best of the Danaans,
having mimicked the voices of the wives of all the Argives.
No surviving tradition tells us that the wives of the Achaeans were
anywhere except at home on the other side of the Aegean at this time. Thus,
it would seem doubly odd that, even being at Troy, they would be inside a
city which their warrior-husbands had been unable to enter for ten years.
Helen's behavior, too, seems very strange—Why should the Achaeans
believe her trick?—until Menelaus describes their reaction (4. 280-83):
autdp eyd) koI T\j5Ei5rii; Kal 5To<; 'OSuooetj!;
iinevoi £v neoooiaiv oKouaanEv wq tPoriaaq.
VUl HEV d|I(pOT£pC0 (iEVEr|Va|i£V opun^EVTE
f\ £^EA.9enEvai, f\ ev6o0£v aiy' ijnaKoijoai-
And both I and the son of Tydeus and godlike Odysseus
sitting in the midst, heard you as you cried.
Stirred up, we both were eager
either to go out or at once to answer from within.
That the Achaeans would fall for this is astonishing, but only if we ignore
Helen's triple circumambulation and rubbing of the horse. Like Odysseus'
men in the clutches of Circe, the men in the horse are falling under a spell.
And, just as Odysseus can resist Circe, so he can resist Helen—this time.
• The recited spell is also clearly a crucial part of the magic here. When Lucius, the hero,
allempts the same shape-changing, he employs the ointment—but without the spell—and is
turned, not into an owl, but into an ass (3. 24).
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A spell, however, is not always cast just by movement and anointing.
There may also be another element, that of summoning the one to be
charmed by name, as we can see in texts like Theocritus' second Idyl and its
descendant, Vergil's eighth Eclogue.^'* We see as well, I believe, an earlier
use of this practice in Circe's attempt to enchant Odysseus (10. 316-19),
where Odysseus tells his audience that not only did she use a drug, but "she
struck me with a staff and spoke a spell and summoned me" (pdpScp
TienXr\yv\.a enoq x' ecpotT' ek x' ovonai^ev, 10. 319).
Here, Circe goes beyond the potion and the staff which she used on
Odysseus' men, saying a charm of some sort (e7tO(;) and then attempting to
call Odysseus by name (ek t' 6v6|iai^Ev).'^ In the story as we have it in our
Odyssey, Odysseus has not yet given Circe a name, but, considering the
seeming muddle in the story here (as Carpenter has pointed out), and
considering Odysseus' encounters elsewhere, I would posit that an alternate
version of this story, no longer available, included a scene in which
Odysseus does what he does so often when he is entertained in the Odyssey,
introducing himself under a false name and autobiography. A clue in our
surviving text may lie in line 316: XEiJxe Se |ioi k-ukeco xP^c^e^P SETtai, ocppa
7iioi|ii, "she made for me the brew in a golden cup so that I would drink it."
When Circe had enchanted Odysseus' men, she presumably made them
the same brew she now tries to administer to Odysseus, but the poet at that
point in the story says nothing of any cup at all. Now Odysseus tells the
Phaeacians that the brew was not only given to him in a cup, but in a golden
cup. Without stepping any farther into the dubious realm of reconstruction,
one might at least theorize the following:
1. that there were once at least two versions of the story of
Circe's attempted enchantment;
2. that, in one, the divine \iGiX\) somehow protected Odysseus,
3. but that, in another, Odysseus tells Circe one of his lies,
providing a false name,
4. which Circe then uses—to no effect;
5. that there may be some evidence of this second story in two
details in our current text:
a. Circe serves Odysseus the brew in an upper-class cup of gold
rather than in a common clay or wooden one, implying that she
believes him to deserve such tableware (and why should she think
this unless Odysseus himself has suggested it?);'^
''' The title of Theocritus' poem. Pharmaceiilriae, "The Users of Charms/Drugs," and the
subtitle of Vergil's poem, Pharmaceiilria, glossed as "Sorceress," but more specifically "She
Who Employs Drugs," clearly underline only one part of spell-casting.
'^ For a view of ovoijd^Eiv in formulae which suggests a link to physical contact
(specifically touch), see R. P. Martin, The Language of Heroes (Ithaca 1989) 19-20.
'* When Telemachus serves his father before the suitors in their house on Ithaca, he pours
wine for his father in a golden cup {Od. 20. 257-61). Of all the people there, only Telemachus
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b. that, seemingly without the |icoXu, Circe's spell has no
effect—which leads Circe to exclaim (10. 329): "Yours in your
breast is some uncallable spirit" (ooi 6£ x\.q ev oxriGeoaiv
aKr\Xr\xoq vooq eaxiv).
"Uncallable," as I have translated the word dKTiA.riToq, offers one literal
reason for Odysseus' ability to withstand charms.''' Throughout the
Odyssey, Odysseus is constantly vigilant against revealing his true identity.
This would be natural for him to do on Ithaca, where the many suitors could
easily overwhelm him until he had made his plans and recruited allies, but
what are we to make of those other times when, pressed for the truth or no,
Odysseus presents an alternate personality?
It is a concept well known from folklore and anthropology that, in
certain cultures, one's name has such power that it is to be kept concealed at
all costs, for fear that, in the hands of another, it may be used as a weapon. '^
This is certainly true of later Greek belief One has only to examine curses,
both those with the name of the target already filled in and those which are
the magical equivalents of bureaucratic forms, with blanks carefully saved
for entering the name of the victim, to understand this. '^ In the case of such
belief in the earlier heroic world, Calvin Brown points to another of
Odysseus' adventures, that of the escape from Polyphemus, as a clear
illustration both of Odysseus' usual cautious practice and of the
consequences of dropping that practice. 2°
When first asked about his identity by the Cyclops, Odysseus is very
vague. He says that he and his men are followers of Agamemnon, and
leaves it at that—as does Polyphemus (9. 259-64). When Polyphemus asks
again, and promises a guest-gift, Odysseus gives his famous "Nobody"
reply (9. 364-67). It is only when he and his surviving crewmen are aboard
ship once more that Odysseus finally reveals his true identity, an action
which Aristotle believed Odysseus had taken to vent his anger (Rhetoric B
3. 16). Carolyn Higbie, in her 1995 book. Heroes' Names, Homeric
Identities, amplifies this quite correctly, I believe, in adding:
knows who the old beggar to whom he is attending really is. Does this suggest that he is giving
the suitors a mocking hint? If so. they fail to recognize it.
"
'AicfiXriToi; is formed on kti^eco ("to enchant"), which may well be related to KaXiw ("to
call, summon"), though the connection between the two forms is not evident on the
morphological level. See Chantraine, s.v. toiWo) and KaWm. On the semantic level, as I argue
through my interpretation of the archaic contexts of this word, a connection is indeed evident.
I am grateful to Gregory Nagy for assisting me in understanding the etymological difficulties of
this word.
'* The fairy tale, "Rumpelstiltskin," easily illustrates this belief.
" For the use in later Greco-Egyptian practice of specific names as the focus of spells, see
the many examples in H. D. Betz (ed.). The Greek Magical Papvri in Translation (Chicago
1986).
^^ C. S. Brown, "Odysseus and Polyphemus: The Name and the Curse," Comparative
Literature 18 (1966) 193-202.
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Many commentators have speculated over the wisdom of Odysseus'
self-identification, especially because of his previous craftiness and the use
to which the Cyclops puts the information, but it is explicable in heroic
terms. Warriors identify themselves to opponents, either as they begin
combat or as one is about to die; this enables the proper use of the
encounter to be made. For one who is successful, the naming allows the
deed to be remembered and sung to his credit.^'
Thus, as Aristotle says, Odysseus may name himself as part of his
revenge upon Polyphemus, but he is also claiming credit for his deed in the
manner of a warrior on an Homeric battlefield. He is also, as his crewmen
fear (9. 491-99), making a great mistake. By revealing himself, he becomes
the target of Polyphemus' curse. It is important to note here that, just as
Odysseus has been very specific in naming himself, saying not only that he
is Odysseus, son of Laertes, but that he lives on Ithaca (9. 502-05), so
Polyphemus is just as specific, praying that Odysseus, the son of Laertes,
who lives on Ithaca, might not return home (9. 530-31). When we
remember that Poseidon's anger keeps Odysseus from Ithaca until Zeus
finally intervenes, it is clear that directing anger through a name can have
powerful results.
If one is "uncallable," then, because his name is unknown, he has no
need for other magic and perhaps this is the reason why liSiXx) has
disappeared from our current Odyssey. As a strand of an alternate version
of Odysseus' resistance to Circe, the root has survived in our text, but,
because its use has been combined with another form of protection, it is
abandoned after its introduction. It would certainly appear that Circe has
not been able to complete her spell. That her failure is due at least in part to
the lack of Odysseus' true name may be underlined when she only realizes
the identity of the man when it is too late—she is in his power, and he
makes her swear the great oath that she will not try to enchant him again.
He has been advised to do this by Hermes (10. 299-301).
When with Circe, Odysseus, as Hermes describes it, will be naked
(dTioyunvcoGevTa, 10. 301). Nakedness here has a double meaning. It is the
literal physical condition for certain magical spells: Ointments are applied,
shapes are changed, when one is naked.-- Nakedness also implies the
exposure of one's self by revealing one's true name. This double-nakedness
takes us back to that moment in Helen's story where she says (4. 250-56):
iyu) 5e niv ol'ri dveyvcov xoiov Eovta 250
Kai (xiv avripcoTcov • 6 5e KEpSoouvti dA.££ivev.
aXX' oxe 5fi (iiv Eym Xoeov Ka'i xp^ov E^aicp,
^' C. Higbie, Heroes' Names, Homeric Identities (New York 1995) 164. See also N. Austin,
"Name Magic in the Odyssey," CSCA 5 (1972) 1-19.
^^ Jason, in the Argonautica. strips before anointing himself (3. 1042-43). See also
Petronius' Satyricon 62, in which a soldier strips, then turns into a werewolf, and the double
transformations of Pamphile and Lucius after stripping and rubbing themselves with ointment
in Apuleius' Metamorphosis 3. 21 and 3. 24.
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dtucpi 5e e{\iaxa eaoa Kai oSnoaa Kapxepov opKov
Hn (iEv Ttpiv 'OSuafia \ieia Tpcbeaa' dvacpfivai,
Ttpiv ye Tov iq vfjdi; xe 9odq KXxaiaq, x' dcpiKeaSai, 255
KOI TOTE 5ti hoi jtdvTa voov KOTeA-E^ev 'AxaiMV.
But I alone recognized him, even being in such form,
and questioned him. And he, in his cunning, was elusive.
But, when I was bathing him and anointed him with oil,
and I put clothes about him and swore a great oath
not to betray Odysseus among the Trojans afterwards,
before he returned to the swift ships and lean-tos,
then he explained to me all the thinking of the Achaeans.
It is evident from Iliad 3. 191-202, in which she identifies him even from a
distance, that Helen had long known Odysseus' face and name.-^ Thus, he
is already potentially naked in identity. He is obviously also physically
naked when she bathes him and anoints him.^'' As in his struggle with
Circe, however, Odysseus protects himself by forcing Helen to take an oath,
thus rendering himself, although here actually after the fact, aKr\Xr\xoq.^^
This condition might pertain when, later in Menelaus' story of Helen
and the wooden horse, Odysseus alone appears to be able to resist Helen's
attempt to lure the Achaeans in the horse into betraying themselves. Still
odcri^TiToq because of Helen's oath, he prevents the others from rash
behavior, even by force, when necessary. ^^
In describing Odysseus' behavior to Telemachus, Menelaus has spoken
admiringly of Odysseus' ability to resist this attempted seduction by Helen,
although he offers no explanation of Odysseus' strength more complicated
than that (4. 269-73):
aXk' OX) Jtco TOioijTov iyiav 'i5ov ocpSa^iioioiv
olov '05\jaofio(; xaXaoiippovoi; eoke (piXov icfip. 270
olov KOI t65' epE^E koi exXt] KopTEpoi; dvfip
iTtncp Evi ^EOTM, I'v' £VTi|iE0a KUvxEq dpiaioi
'ApyEiuv TpwEooi cpovov koi Kfipa cpEpovTEc;.
^' In the Troy tradition, Odysseus is even named as one of Helen's original suitors; see
Hesiod, Eoiae fr. 198 M-W, ApoUodorus 3. 10. 8, and Hyginus, Fabulae 81.
^'' Odysseus, according to Helen's account, has so distorted himself, even to the point of
self-mutilation, as to render himself unrecognizable. In short, he has performed a kind of
shape-changing. Can we see in this bathing and anointing an echo of Circe's anointing
Odysseus' men to reverse their shape-change from pigs back into humans?
^^ We might also see a miniature version of the bathing/identifying scene in Od. 19. 386-94,
467-502, where, by persuasion and threats, Odysseus preserves his "uncallable" status on
Ithaca when recognized by Eurycleia.
^*
I wonder whether we might link this scene with that in 12. 158-200, when the Sirens
summon Odysseus by name, tempting him to wreck his ship and destroy his companions on
their rocks, a temptation which he also resists. Mihoko Suzuki links the Sirens with Helen,
Circe, and Calypso: "for all these women tempt Odysseus to turn aside from the mindfulness
of the present to seek oblivion in the past or in timeless immortality" (Metamorphoses of
Helen: Authority, Difference, and the Epic [Ithaca 1989] 70).
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But never yet have I seen with my own eyes such a spirit
as that which was resolute Odysseus'.
Such did he do and endure, the powerful man,
in the wooden horse, where all the best of the Achaeans
sat, bringing killing and death to the Trojans!
When he resisted Circe, Odysseus had had the advantages of divine aid
from Hermes and perhaps an anonymity which had prevented him from
being "summoned." Facing Helen for the first time and being recognized,
Odysseus forced her to protect him with an oath. I have suggested that, the
second time, Odysseus may have been assumed to be under the protection
of Helen's earlier oath. In both stories, however, when it comes to power, it
is clear that Helen is the mightier of the two, even as Odysseus is praised for
his cunning and his spirit. In Helen's tale, after all, nothing Odysseus has
done to himself can blur her ability to identify him and it is only her oath
(and perhaps her change of heart towards the Achaeans) which keeps
Odysseus from the hands of vengeful Trojans. In Menelaus' story,
Odysseus may be able to keep the Achaeans from calling out, but it requires
the aid of Athena herself to save those beleaguered in the horse by removing
Helen. Why is Helen the more powerful and how might these two stories,
with their struggles between Odysseus and Helen, be about that power?
So far, we have seen Helen as a being like Circe, able to possess the
power to summon (in the magical sense of the word), as well as to use
drugs^^ and perhaps even to change shapes.^* Circe is perhaps a minor
deity. She comes from a powerful family, her father said to be Helios, her
mother Perse, daughter of Ocean. Her brother is Aietes, the father of
another sorceress, Medea (Od. 10. 135-39). Helen is probably to be
thought of as a demigoddess. Whether her mother is Leda or Nemesis,
Helen's father is Zeus,-^^ and post-heroic tradition appears to have elevated
Helen to the position of a deity in her own right, worshipped at Sparta and
^' L. L. Clader suggests that Helen's ability to use drugs hints at "witch-like powers," but
goes no farther with this suggestion (Helen: The Evolution from Divine lo Heroic in Greek Epic
Tradition [Leiden 1976] 32-33).
^* Does an ability to appear in different forms, along with her famous beauty, underlie a
number of stories about shape-changing which seem to surround Helen? See Apollodorus 3.
10. 7, in which one of her potential mothers. Nemesis, changes shape to avoid the attentions of
Zeus (she turns into a goose; in Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae 8. 334, a (ish); Herodotus 6. 61
(also Pausanias 3. 7. 7) in which Helen changes the mother of Damaratus from a plain girl to a
beauty; and even Stesichorus fr. 192, in which it is an t'ihasXov of Helen which goes to Troy.
Even those who come to see her may come in other shapes—Odysseus, after all, arrives at her
house in Troy disguised as a beaten beggar, and, when Iris summons her to the wall of Troy to
see the combat of Menelaus and Paris in Iliad 3, Iris appears not as herself, but as Laodice,
Helen's sister-in-law, daughter of Priam (3. 121-24). Ironically, in Euripides' Helen, it is
Menelaus who has seemingly changed shape, as Helen does not recognize him at their first
meeting (541-66).
^' See Apollodorus 3. 10. 6-7 for both possibilities. Zeus, of course, was thought to change
shape often when courting mortals, but it is interesting to note that, according to Apollodorus
(3. 10. 7), Nemesis herself practiced shape-changing in order to attempt to avoid the attentions
of Zeus. For a variant, see Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae 8. 334.
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at Rhodes.^'* Her power, however, would appear to come not from her
divine father, but from Aphrodite, as the goddess makes clear in Iliad 3.
414-17, when she threatens to withdraw her favor:
|iTi n' e'peGe, oxet^in. MTl xcoaanevr) oe lieGeiu),
xaiq 5e a' (X71ex9tipo) o)<; vuv EKTiayA-a (fiiXr\aa,
Heaacp 5' dnipoTEpcov urixiaonai 'ix^taX-oypa,
Tpwojv Kal AavaMV, av 5e kev kokov oitov 6>.riai.
Don't provoke me, you stubborn thing, lest, being angry, I abandon you,
and I hate you as much as now I have loved you,
and I will plan painful, hateful things in the midst of both
the Trojans and the Danaans, and you may suffer an evil fate.^'
If Helen's power derives from Aphrodite, her behavior, both with
Odysseus and at the horse, seems much more logical. First, there appears to
be a potential link between xenia and seduction, the tool of Aphrodite:
Odysseus must sleep with Circe in order to keep power over her {Od. 10.
297-98). Might there then be the hint of sex in Odysseus' confrontation
with Helen? Unlike Helen, Nausicaa does not bathe Odysseus, nor does
Circe (although one might expect her to) in other scenes of xenia in the
Odyssey. Both times, the act is performed by servants.^^ yet Helen tells us
that she herself not only bathed but anointed and dressed Odysseus—and
there is no mention of servants at all.^^ Our text does not tell us if Odysseus
"' For her worship at Sparta, see Pausanias 3. 15. 3. For her worship at Rhodes, see 3. 19.
10, where Helen appears to be linked to a sacrificial cult like that of Atys. For more on Helen's
divinity, see Clader (above, note 27) and J. Lindsay, Helen of Troy, Woman and Goddess
(London 1974). The idea of Helen as goddess must not have been current everywhere, or at
least not in 5th-century B.C. Athens. A number of red-figure pots from 480 to perhaps the end
of the century and beyond illustrating that moment at the fall of Troy when Menelaus comes to
claim Helen show a panicked Helen and, sometimes, a protective Aphrodite. Helen's behavior
there is hardly that of a goddess protected by her immortality from mortal harm. See, for
example, the illustrations by the Syriskos Painter (c. 480) and the Altamura Painter (c. 475-
450) in S. Woodford, The Trojan War in Ancient Art (Ithaca 1993) 112, nos. 106 and 107, and
a particularly elaborate depiction by a painter connected with the Heimarmene Painter (end of
the 5lh century?) in J. Boardman, Athenian Red Figure Vases: The Classical Period (London
1989) 162, no. 309. As well, in Aristophanes' Lysistrala (411 B.C.), Lampito jokes that Helen
saved herself by exposing her naked breasts to Menelaus (155-56).
" See also Penelope's explanation of Helen's troubles, that a god had driven her to behave
as she did (23. 217-24). Might the use of "god" by Penelope, and Menelaus' earlier "daimon,"
be euphemistic? If Aphrodite can cause such troubles, would anyone—especially a victim like
Menelaus—want to risk summoning her by using her name?
-" Among the Phaeacians 8. 449-57; with Circe 10. 357-67.
-" Is there a possibility of magic garments being mixed in with xenia here? Although the
pattern seems fairly standardized: After bathing, Odysseus is clothed by Helen (4. 252-53),
Phaeacian servants (8. 454-55), and Circe's servant (10. 364-65), yet, in two out of the three
cases, women with powers of enchantment are involved. If magic is a possibility, then I would
suggest a possible association of this act of clothing with the murder of Agamemnon by
Clytemnestra, Helen's half-sister, as described in Aeschylus' Agamemnon. Like Odysseus,
Agamemnon is given a bath, then clothed, the difference being that, at the end of his bath,
Agamemnon is wrapped in a garment which is used to kill him (1382-83), rather than prepared
for a sexual situation. With the magical in mind, one might then also see an incantational
significance in Clytemnestra's insistence that she killed her tangled husband with three blows
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then slept with Helen,^'' but she does seduce him at least into admitting his
identity and his plans, even while he protects himself as he did with Circe,
by making her swear the great oath.
Second, although Menelaus suggests that "a daimon was intending to
direct you, who wished to hold out honor for the Trojans," we know from
countless other incidents in the Troy tale that it is not unnamed daimones
who direct humans, but very specific gods with very specific ends.
Although no one earlier than the third- or fourth-century A.D. poet
Triphiodorus, in his Iliou Persis, appears specifically to identify Aphrodite
as the power prompting Helen to the Trojan horse, ^^ the fact that Helen
again is seen using seductive, sexual powers through the voices of the
Achaeans' wives would seem to confirm Aphrodite's role in her action.
From the moment in Iliad 4. 7-12, when Zeus taunts Hera and Athena
about Aphrodite's rescue of Paris from Menelaus, we see Athena and
Aphrodite at odds. In Iliad 5. 131-32, Athena prompts Diomedes to single
out Aphrodite for attack. And, in Iliad 5. 330^3, as Aphrodite attempts to
extricate her son, Aeneas, from death at his hands, Diomedes actually stabs
her. Such is Athena's obvious animosity that Dione, when her daughter
comes to her for comfort, knows immediately that Athena is behind
Diomedes' temerity (//. 5. 405-06). With this animosity understood
between the two goddesses, we have only to remember that Athena is
Odysseus' patron to imagine another reason why he might be immune to
Helen's power as he crouches inside Athena's own inspiration, the wooden
horse.
Although Apollodorus states that the Trojan horse was under the
protection of Apollo (Epitome 5. 18), there is much more evidence to
suggest that there was a stronger tradition in which Athena watched over
it.^^ From 4. 289 in particular ("until Pallas Athena led you away from us"),
we might conclude that, at least in our current text of the Odyssey, the latter
deity is watching over the Achaeans' strategy. ^^
(1384-86). See also perhaps the poisoned garments used by Medea to kill the princess of
Corinth in Euripides' Medea and the tradition of the poisoned tunic which the dying Nessus
tricks Deianira into putting on Heracles (Apollodorus 2. 7. 7).
^^ Considering that she is telling this tale in front of her husband, as well as Odysseus' son.
Telemachus, this would hardly seem likely behavior. See, however, Bergren (above, note 4)
208-09, for the idea that Helen may be demonstrating her seductive powers to gain KXioq.
^' Triphiodorus, Iliou Persis 454—56. It is curious here that Aphrodite appears as an old
woman, especially in the light of her line, "For I give you to Menelaus, who has endured
much" (462), which would seem to uncover her disguise immediately, anonymous old women
not being much given to control over kings. Is Triphiodorus simply repeating an older
tradition, one which has not come down to us?
^* See Vergil, Aeneid 2. 225-27, where the two serpents, having destroyed Laocoon and his
two sons, escape to hide at the base of the statue of Athena in the citadel of Troy.
^' As Proclus tells us in his summary of the Little Iliad that Athena had inspired Epeius to
construct the horse {Chrestomathy 2), her protection of the finished product would seem
natural.
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Seen this way, Helen's temptations and Odysseus' reactions might
appear, like so many other moments in the Troy tale, to be divine struggles
worked out through human agents. And, should they be so, they prove the
power of the deities behind the mortals, even while they allow those mortals
a certain almost-divine power. If we consider Helen's tale of her behavior
towards the disguised Odysseus in Odyssey 4 in this light, we see a mortal,
or semi-divine figure, triumphing, through the power of her patron goddess.
Aphrodite, over a mortal, Odysseus, with an underlying text in which
Aphrodite scores off Odysseus' patron, Athena, if only in that Helen teases
Odysseus' real identity out of him. The contrary would then be true in
Menelaus' tale in Odyssey 4, where Helen, for all the magical powers given
her by Aphrodite, can seduce the rest of those in the horse, but not
Odysseus, because he is under the protection of Athena. And, in this tale,
Athena is the winner.
Such stories match very nicely with the Iliad's picture of indirect
combat between Athena and Aphrodite and with the larger Homeric picture
of the gods constantly at war with each other through their human
surrogates. Helen and Odysseus, at this level, and in these two stories, may
resemble Diomedes, an agent of divine will. In Odysseus' case, this is
expressed as much by the appearance of the divinity who backs him as by
his personal abilities. In the case of Helen, we see only her own power,
which displays itself most clearly in her gift for persuasion and in her
perception, her ability to recognize what is truly there, even when cleverly
disguised. She knows the beggar-spy Odysseus when she sees him. She
perceives that the wooden horse is a ruse and recognizes those within so
well that she can choose which wives to imitate. ^^
When we consider the scene of the telling of stories about Odysseus to
Telemachus, then, we might begin with the levels already discussed in other
interpretations, but we might add to these levels that of indirect combat
between two rival goddesses, not only in terms of Odysseus and Helen, but
also in terms of Helen and Menelaus. When we think of Helen and
Odysseus as actors within those stories, we can add to our interpretation the
idea of Odysseus as "uncallable" and Helen as one who, time and again in
the story of Troy, practices arts shared with Circe and Medea, these arts
linking her with Circe to make a greater resonance in the narrative.
And Helen's powers certainly extend beyond her actions in Troy. By
his words, Menelaus is a great admirer and long-time friend of Odysseus,
and yet he has, at first, no idea that his friend's son is standing before him
{Od. 4. 60-64). Helen matches father and son at once (4. 138-^6). This
ability to perceive the hidden is displayed one final time at Telemachus'
departure, when an omen appears above Menelaus' courtyard. A wild eagle
seizes a domestic goose (15. 160-65). Menelaus, requested to interpret the
^* Perhaps even the teichoscopia, with its emphasis upon identification, is a echo of this
power.
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vision, stumbles—no more powerful than when he was trapped in the horse
by Helen's seductive voice. Helen then steps forward and, in her last
appearance in the Odyssey, correctly recognizes the sign sent by Zeus as a
warning that Odysseus will now appear and take revenge (15. 169-78).
Telemachus, impressed with her quick understanding, unconsciously
reminds us of Helen's earlier underlining of her power and her relationship
to the divine by saying (15. 180-81):
OUTQ) vuv Zeuq GeiTi, EpiY5o\)j:o(; nooii; "Hprii;-
TO) K£v Toi Kai KeiGi Geu co(; eijxexocpuriv.
Thus may Zeus, the thundering husband of Hera, make it happen.
Then, even at home, I would pray to you as I would to a god.
And, with these words, Telemachus drives off and Helen disappears
from the Odyssey, having sent the son homeward to join the father she had
tried to seduce and name within the walls of Troy.
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